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The Jungle and the Sap is a Wild Arrow about plants, especially the
master plants, also called teacher plants, those that open up perception
to the cosmic reality of life.
The energy of life comes from the sun and is engulfed by the photosynthetic beings, some bacteria, algae and plants. The energy of life
is cosmic.
Arrow 4 follows the path from light to elaborate sap and the power
given to some plants of vision and healing.
Counting with the consultancy of the Huni Kuï pajé [shaman] Dua
Busë and Cristine Takuá, The Jungle and the Sap follows the sequence
of arrows narrated by Ailton Krenak and produced by Selvagem.
Like a ceremony, it is pajé Dua Busë who opens and closes the arrow.
He narrates the story of Nixaxa Kaiani, the chant of the Boa Constrictor.
Pajé Dua Busë is the mentor, alongside pajé Agostinho Ika Muru,
of the Huni Kuï Living School, a project that inspires the entire
Selvagem cycle.
In this image composting — a creative concept of our audiovisual
series, which is made from already existing images — we relied on painters such as Lastenia Canayo, Chonon Bensho, Maria Klabin, Alexandre
Vogler and Rember Yahuarcani.
It’s in this diversity of narratives that the arrow lifts its journey,
with music, words and images far beyond the rational speculation of
the mind.

Inspirations
In addition to experiences, conversations and the very content of the
Selvagem study cycles, the arrows are inspired by readings.
Here are the three main written works consulted:
Una Isi Kayawa – Livro da Cura [Book of Healing] (Dantes, 2014) gathers the deep knowledge in plants and medicinal practices of the indigenous Huni Kuï people, also known as Kaxinawa, the greatest indigenous population inhabiting the region of Rio Jordão, in Acre.
Carta Psiconáutica [Psychonautical Chart] (Dantes, 2015), by the anthropologist and ethnobotanist Pedro Luz, is a book about psychoactive plants. It addresses vegetables as fecund vehicles for the encounter
with the divine, with healing and knowledge.
Roça Barroca [Baroque Swidden] (Cosac Naify, 2011), by the poet and
translator Josely Vianna Baptista, gathers, in a single volume, the poetical worldmaking myth of the Mbyá-Guarani, members of the Tupi
group (“3 cantos sagrados dos Mbyá-Guarani do Guairá” [“3 sacred
chants of the Mbyá-Guarani of Guairá”], in bilingual guarani-portuguese presentation) and original poems by the author, fruit of her contact with amerindian culture.

Shall we board?

NA REWE NIXAXA KAINIRÃ

This is the chant of Nixaxa Kainirã
IYÃ UKEMERANU DUA BUSË
NE NIKATANIKI
Dua Busë heard at the bottom of the lake
YUBE KANARÃ HAWÊ REWERÃ

The chant of the boa constrictor
HÁ NIKA BIRANI HAWÊ MAE
TAMI TARNITÃ

He heard and returned to his village
DUA BUSË BEIT RAMI NIXI PAE XARABUI
Dua Busë passed away and turned

into several vines
HAWE BU KAWAI

His hair turned into Chacrona
HAWE PUKU NAXTUANU YUTXI PESHEI

Chili pepper sprouted in his navel
BERU SHÃTU RABEANU

In both his eyes
SHURU RUME RABE PESHENIKI

two tobaccos sprouted
HASKATÃ HAWÊ REWER

This is the first chant
EDILENE YAKA,
Yube Nawa Aibu, village of Xico Kurumim.
Private collection

UNURI ANIKIAKI

for vine.
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Light is constantly traveling through space

It arrives on Earth irradiated from the Sun.
ALEXANDRE VOGLER,
Illustrations for the book
Só o sol sabe sair de cena, by Vitor Paiva
Dantes Editora, 2015
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Its powerful rays are filtered
by layers of the atmosphere.

The rays pass through the atmosphere
and are engulfed by plants,
algae, and cyanobacteria,

transformers that convert
them into oxygen.

GERALD MCDERMOTT,
Arrow to the sun, 1974
© Gerald McDermott
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THIAGO CARVALHO WERA’I
Avaxi Ete’i – Milho Verdadeiro, 2017-2018
Images: Cacique Wera’i Poty,
Caio Tupã Mirim, Para Yry Geni and Thiago
Carvalho Wera’i

All plants have power.

They heal,
CAMILLA COUTINHO SILVA,
Una Shubu Hiwea, 2017

fertilize,
DADIY EYOMN H SHGT,
Hibisco
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oxygenate,

ANNA TARAZEVICH,
Vitória-Régia

soothe,

BM BOW,
Camomila

foster,

ESTEVÃO CIAVATTA E REGINA CASÉ,
Um pé de que? Mandioca
Pindorama Filmes

dress,

Unconditional Surrender, 1956
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
(Eli Lilly & Co.)
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clean,

MULLIGAN BROTHERS MEDIA,
Time Lapse of a beautiful lavender plant growing

shelter,

ELISA MENDES,
Noite de lua cheia, 2021
village of rio Silveira

perfume…

ELISA MENDES,
Colhendo a rainha, 2018
Ni Yuxibu village (Altamira),
Tarauacá river, Acre
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ELISA MENDES,
Feitio, 2018
Ni Yuxibu Village (Altamira),
Tarauacá river, Acre

Amongst them are the master plants.
Owners of the cosmic path
that light traverses.

JOSIAS MANÁ KAXINAWÁ
& TADEU SIÃ KAXINAWÁ
Os Cantos do Cipó, 2016
Editing: Leonardo Sette
Execution: Vídeo nas Aldeias

Beings that, when ingested,
offer the miração,

REMBER YAHUARCANI,
Los Primeros humanos, 2015
Acrylic on canvas. 70 x 80 cm
Private collection
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the power of vision,

the power of admiring apart from
any desire for speculation by the mind.

REMBER YAHUARCANI,
El descanso, 2021. Acrylic on canvas.
80 x 90 cm. Private collection
La Primera Chacra, 2013. Acrylic on canvas.
120 x 120 cm. Private collection
Jomas, 2008. Acrylic and natural paints on
llanchama (tree trunk). 140 x 120 cm
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There is science in the instant when light
ignites inside the bodies that absorb
these plants.

Light needs water to produce life.

ARTWORX,
Kirlian photos: Galaxy of plants, 2016
© artworx
Image courtesy of Elinar Göhring

Light dives into the frequency of the waters
inside plants.

AREA 6,
Travelling through water-filled xylem inside a plant
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Sprouting from the encounter between light
and water is the elaborate sap that circulates
like vegetal blood in roots, branches, stems,
trunks, flowers, leaves and vines.

MARIA KLABIN,
Jardim “Pau Brasil”, 2020
Oil on linen. 260 x 405 cm

Out of the master plants’ saps,

TAUA KLONOWSKI,
Una Shubu Hiwea, 2017

juices, teas or powders are prepared.

ELISA MENDES,
Água do mariri, 2018
Ni Yuxibu village (Altamira),
Tarauacá river, Acre
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These are concoctions that purify the
organisms ingesting them.

For the peoples that study with plants,
the soul, or spirit, is not something apart
from the body,

CHONON BENSHO,
Rao Nete (mundo medicinal), 2018.
Oil on canvas
El sueño del dietador, 2018.
Oil on canvas

something from a world beyond, of a
disembodied world.
The soul is the anima, the essence of matter,
without it, nothing is alive.
ELISA MENDES,
Vejo pouco, sinto muito, 2014
Giverny, França
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Mulungu

Sage

Piri piri

Nixi Pae

Cashew

Yagé

Houndstongue

LASTENIA CANAYO (Pecon Quena),
Dueño del Huairuro, 2021. Acrylic on canvas. 26 x 39 cm
Dueño del Piri Piri, 2021. Acrylic on canvas. 26 x 39 cm
Dueño de Lengua de Perro, 2021. Acrylic on canvas. 26 x 39 cm
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Tobacco

Spiked pepper

Daime

Verbena

Santa Maria

LASTENIA CANAYO (Pecon Quena),
Dueño del Casho, 2021. Acrylic on canvas. 26 x 39 cm
Dueño del Matico, 2021. Acrylic on canvas. 26 x 39 cm
Dueño de la Hierba Luisa, 2021. Acrylic on canvas. 26 x 39 cm
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Cat’s claw

Zabumba

Roucou

Jurema

Barbasco

LASTENIA CANAYO (Pecon Quena),
El Dueño de la Uña de Gato, 2021. Acrylic on canvas. 26 x 39 cm
Dueño del Achiote, 2021. Acrylic on canvas. 26 x 39 cm
Dueña del Barbasco, 2021. Acrylic on canvas. 26 x 39 cm
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Cinchona

Guava

Peyote

Renaquilla

Iboga

Manioc

LASTENIA CANAYO (Pecon Quena),
Arbol de Quina, 2021. Acrylic on canvas. 26 x 39 cm
Dueño de la Guayaba, 2021. Acrylic on canvas. 26 x 39 cm
Dueño del Maní, 2021. Acrylic on canvas. 26 x 39 cm
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Mastruz

Virola
Virola
Virola
Virola
Virola
Virola
Virola
Virola
Virola
Virola
Virola

LASTENIA CANAYO (Pecon Quena),
El Dueño del Paico, 2021.
Acrylic on canvas. 26 x 39 cm
Dueño de la Ayahuasca, 2021.
Acrylic on canvas. 26 x 39 cm
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Master plants are fecund vehicles
to other realities.

They allow access to the essential state
of existence.

They open up perception to the interior microcosm, the microbiological world of
which bodies are made.
MAX COOPER, MAXIME CAUSERET,
Order from Chaos, 2016
© Max Cooper © Maxime Causeret
Under the fair use policy

Bodies are ever in transformation.

SCIENCE FRIDAY
Unwinding the Cucumber Tendril Mystery, 2012
Under the fair use policy
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We are multispecies beings.

And the master plants lead life to the core
of this metamorphosis.

KARL BLOSSFELDT,
Hydrangea arborescens, 1915-1925. Print on silver/
gelatin paper. 29,7 x 23,8 cm
Cucurbita, 1928. Print on silver/
gelatin paper. 25,9 × 20,3 cm
Adiantum Pedatum, 1915-1925. Print on silver/
gelatin paper. 29,7 x 23,6 cm
Acanthus mollis, 1928. Print on silver/
gelatin paper. 25,8 × 19,9 cm

Within this essence,
plants heal.
They regenerate and heal.

KATI ROOVER,
Coexistence, 2018.
Full HD video installation, 22:44 min
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The master plants transmit knowledge to
the beings that absorb them.

It was the boa constrictor who taught
to prepare the vegetable’s tea.

It was the boa constrictor who taught
the Huni Kuin to chant

ALEXANDER SHIMPUKAT SORIA
(SHIMPUARTE) & OMBELINE GUILLAUME,
Kené, Memoria Viva de la Naturaleza, 2019

The chants, songs, Icaros or mantras lift people to another experience of time, radial
time, spiral time, circular time, mythical
time, present time, where it is possible for living entities to make up light’s way back, on
an intergalactic space journey, without the
need for mechanic devices
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Sri Krishna said there is a banyan tree
which has its branches downwards
and whose leaves are Vedic hymns.

The roots of this tree grow upwards
because they start from where Brahma is.

JEFFREY VENTRELLA,
Tree Yoga, 2018.

We can see it reflected on the waters.
The world would thus be the reflection of
the invisible world that sustains it.

DOUGLAS OLIVARES,
Céu azul bonito que reflete no rio Corocoro, 2019
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Pindovy

Samaúma

Baobá

Igi Osé

Akóko

Odan

Orogbo

Atorin

Agbao

Apáoká
SÉRGIO BERNARDES,
Tamboro, 2009. Lumina Produções. Urca Filmes
Sérgio Bernardes Collection / Mana Bernardes –
manager and holder of the collection’s property
rights along with Pedro Wladimir Bernardes, Lola
Maria Bernardes, João Wladimir Bernardes, José
Wladimir Bernardes and Rosa Bernardes.
Drika de Oliveira – manager and audiovisual
preserver of the collection / Beatriz Nunes –
manager and audiovisual preserver of the collection.
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Drawing by LÍVIA SERRI FRANCOIO

Ñamandu, our first father,

created five blue palm trees:
the abode on Earth is tied to
these eternal palm trees.
Plants sustain the world.
The jungle sustains the sky.
The sap animates life.
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BIOS:

Ailton Krenak (1953)
Thinker, environmentalist and one of the main voices of indigenous
knowledge. Ailton has created, along with Dantes Editora, the Selvagem, cycle of studies about life. He lives in the Krenak village, by the
margins of rio Doce, in Minas Gerais, and is the author of Ideas to postpone the end of the world (House of Anansi Press, 2020) and A vida não é
útil [Life is not useful] (Companhia das Letras, 2020).
Anna Dantes (1968)
Her work extends the editing/publishing experience to other formats in
addition to books. For ten years, Anna has been carrying out, along with
the Huni Kuï people, in Acre, the project Una Shubu Hiwea, Livro Escola
Viva [Living School Book]. In 2018, she created Selvagem.
Cristine Takuá (1981)
A philosopher, educator and indigenous artisan, Cristine lives in the
village of Rio Silveira. In the community of Rio Silveira, she is a teacher
at the Txeru Ba’e Kuai’ Indigenous Public School and also helps in spiritual works at the house of prayer. She is also founder and advisor of
Instituto Maracá. Cristine represents the unit of indigenous education
at the São Paulo Secretariat of Education and is a founding member of
the Forum for the Articulation of Indigenous Teachers in the State of
São Paulo (FAPISP).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7hzJVxUOjc8

Déa Trancoso (1964)
Alcidéia Margareth Rocha Trancoso, professionally known as Déa Trancoso, is a Brazilian singer, songwriter and cultural producer. Daughter
of seresteiros parents, she was influenced by guitar players, singers,
congadeiros and revelers from the Jequitinhonha Valley, her birthplace.
Déa’s work incorporates sounds and references to various manifesta-
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tions of the Brazilian popular culture, such as catimbó, coco, acalanto,
lundu, congo dobrado, maracatu, batucão, moda de viola, samba de caboclo
and samba de roda.
https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Déa_Trancoso

Dua Busë
Dua Busë (Manoel Vandique Kaxinawá) is today the greatest living pajé

[shaman] in the Jordão region, considering its three indigenous lands.
He is over 85 years old and lives in the village of Coração da Floresta
with his wife Teresa and his family. Dua Busë is a specialist in handling
forest medicines and healing his relatives. He is the coordinator of the
project “Una Shubu Hiwea – Livro Escola Viva” by Dantes Editora. He
has also contributed decisively in the elaboration of the book Una Isi
Kawaya (Book of Healing by the Huni Kuï people of Rio Jordão). In
addition, he is a great expert in the stories of the ancients (Shenipabu
Miyui), cataloging about 50 myths of his knowledge. He participated in
the Selvagem Cycle in Rio in 2019.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8StZqpenlng

Mateus Aleluia (1943)
Son and offspring of the city of Cachoeira, Bahia, he is a singer, composer
and researcher of the pan-African musical ancestry of Brazil. In the two
decades that he lived in Angola, Aleluia composed the last album of the
Tincoãs, but most of his time was dedicated to his anthropological and
cultural research. Hired by the Angola State Secretariat of Culture, he traveled the African country to meet masters of the most diverse knowledge.
On his return to Brazil, continuing his artistic trajectory, he released two
acclaimed albums, Cinco Sentidos and Fogueira Doce, which, together with
the work of the Tincoãs, are referenced as Afro-Brazilian cultural matrices.
https://mateusaleluia.com.br

Edilene Yaka Huni Kuin (1996)
Yaka Huni Kuin is a visual artist and forest apprentice. Of the Huni Kuï
people, she was born in the village of Chico Curumim, in the Kaxinawa
Indigenous Land of Rio Jordão, in Acre, and lives in the municipality
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of Jordão. Following her father Ibã Sales and her brother, who are part
of the Huni Kuï Artists Movement (MAKHU), she has been working
with canvas paintings since the age of 15, when she began to transmit to
canvas and paper the visions she had with nixi pae, ayahuasca. Today, in
addition to surviving with her paintings and having participated in exhibitions, Yaka also makes weaving and handicrafts, using as a reference
the songs, body paintings and the kene, geometries of her people.
https://rectyty.com.br/yaka-huni-kuin/

Isaka Menegildo Huni Kuin (1985)
Isaka Menegildo is a Huni Kuï artist and Yube Inu Institute’s vice president.
At the age of 10, Isaka began to learn Portuguese. Five years later, he drew
for the first time, recording the stories and enchanted beings of his people.
https://enciclopedia.itaucultural.org.br/pessoa639056/menegildo-paulino-kaxinawa

Tatulino Macário Kaxinawá Ixã
He is a Huni Kuï artist. Tatulino lives in the village of Flor da Mata, on
the banks of the Tarauacá river, in the Amazon state of Acre. The artistic
works presented in this Wild Arrow were carried out within the scope of
the exhibition Una Shubu Hiwea, Livro Escola Viva [Living School Book].
https://almaacreana.blogspot.com/2019/12/yube-inu-dua-buse-historia-do-cipo.html

Alexandre Vogler (1973)
An author of provocative works, this artist from Rio de Janeiro evokes
public space as a place of expression and the city as a field of experiences. His interventions seek to question and shift the urban landscape.
Vogler uses social codes in a way that places them in situations of misfit,
in a work quite permeated by power relations and by the city outskirts.
http://www.alexandrevogler.com.br/

Gerald McDermott (1941-2012)
He was an American filmmaker, creator of illustrated children’s books
and an expert in mythology. His creative works often combine bright
colors and styles with antique images. His illustrated books feature folk
tales and cultures from around the world.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerald_McDermott
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Thiago Carvalho Wera’i (1989)
Journalist, photographer and indigenous filmmaker based in the city of
São Paulo. He directed films such as Atrás da Pedra: resistência tekoa guarani, Ei Yma Guare – O mel do passado and Avaxi Ete’i – Milho verdadeiro. He
uses the tools of photography and cinema to document indigenous culture, resistance and ancestry, as well as the respect for the land and nature.
http://www.ihuonline.unisinos.br/artigo/7400-o-longo-caminho-ao-interior-de-si-em-busca-da-identidade

Camilla Coutinho Silva (1982)
Photographer and audiovisual producer who has been portraying indigenous practices for 10 years. She presents in her images the atmosphere
of the sacred existing in the culture of forest peoples.
https://www.instagram.com/camillacoutinhosilva/

Elisa Mendes (1983)
Elisa experiments images and words in works of photography, photography direction, audiovisual direction and poetry.
https://elisamendes.com/director-dop

Josias Maná Kaxinawá
He is a Kaxinawá indigenous agroforestry agent of Rio Jordão, former president of the Association of the Movement of Indigenous
Agroforestry Agents of Acre (AMAAIAC) and co-founder of Lugar do
Real, which is a project by AO NORTE – Audiovisual Production and
Animation Association.
http://lugardoreal.com/video/os-cantos-do-cipo-huni-meka

Tadeu Siã Kaxinawá (1976)
Tadeu Mateus Kaxinawá (Siã) is a leader of the São Joaquim Village/
Memory Center, in the Kaxinawá Indigenous Land of Baixo Rio Jordão.
Born in 1976, he has worked as a teacher for 15 years. He is currently a
teacher-researcher and supervisor of indigenous school education. He
is the coordinator of the Beya Xinã Bena culture center (Cultura Novo
Tempo) and also the general representative of the Memory Center. He
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started working in 2004, chosen by the Pro-Indian Commission/AC to
be the indigenous filmmaker of the Huni Kuï people of Jordão and began working with Vincent Carelli in Vídeo nas Aldeias. He has worked
with Zezinho Yube in the film Huni Meka, Os Cantos do Cipó [2006], in
the documentary Xinã Bena, Novos Tempos [2006], in the film Katxanawa
[2008], in As Voltas dos Kene [2012]. He worked with his father, the pajé
[shaman] Agostinho Ikamuru, on traditional medicine research, writing
a book and making a film called Shuku Shukuwe: A vida é para sempre
[2012]. The last work he did with his father, pajé Muru, was Livro da Cura
[Book of Healing], together with the Botanical Garden of Rio de Janeiro.
http://www.gamehunikuin.com.br/beyaxinabena/grupo-6/tadeu-sia/

Rember Yahuarcani (1985)
He is a visual artist, writer and activist. He comes from the Uitoto Áimen people, and lives between Pebas — his hometown in northern Peru
– and Lima, where he migrated to in 2003. His artistic practice explores
Uitoto mythology and the Amazon worlds, working alongside his activist practice that urges/rely on the respect of the indigenous worlds.
https://terremoto.mx/revista/amazonismo-el-arte-de-los-espiritus/

Maria Klabin (1978)
Visual artist and art historian; her work involves scenes, occurrences
and landscapes permeated by everyday life and, therefore, seen and experienced in an exhaustive way. When dealing with omnipresent elements, Maria Klabin extracts the cadence of their recurrence, seeking to
capture the formal rhythm embedded in the repetition, or banality, of
her experience. The accumulation of thoughts and images intertwine
and integrate a unitary sense, revealing the intriguing relationships that
constitute the center of the artist’s investigations.
https://nararoesler.art/artists/88-maria-klabin/

Taua Klonowski (1992)
Director of photography, cameraman and drone operator. Passionate
about the details of life and the art of the aerial view over territories,
spaces and places.
https://www.flickr.com/people/tauaklonowski/
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Chonon Bensho (1994)
She is an indigenous artist from the Shipibo-Konibo people of Peru. She
descends from the traditional Onanya medicinal sages and from the women who preserved the craft and artistic traditions of their ancestors.
Since childhood, Bensho has been raised in a traditional environment,
in her native language, and was healed with medicinal plants used by
the people who strived to become the masters of Kené’s drawings. Her
drawings express the philosophical and spiritual vision of indigenous
nations and meet the quest for beauty and balance. Kené art takes into
account the deep relationship between human beings, the ancestral territory and the spiritual worlds.
https://siwarmayu.com/chonon-bensho/

Lastenia Canayo (1962)
Indigenous artist from the Shipibo-Konibo people. Her native name is
Pecon Quena, “she who calls the colors”. Her animist conception of nature allows her to capture, through drawing, painting and needlework,
representations of beings that, in the cosmovision of her people, are the
protectors of nature. The “owners”, called Ibo in the Shipibo language,
are spirits who give plants and animals powers to act upon the world and
transform it.
https://lastenia.ruraqmaki.pe

Max Cooper (1980)
Musician, DJ and interdisciplinary artist. He has been interrogating and
promoting the intersection between electronic music, visual art, technology and science for the last ten years. His music is exuberant, emotional and grandiose, and the way he brings it to life, using everything
from binaural sound positioning to the 360˚ visual panel, is meticulous,
technical and often powerful to behold.
https://maxcooper.net

Maxime Causeret
Director, Houdini Fx artist and motion graphic artist based in France.
Even using mathematical algorithms and logic, Causeret’s goal is to cre31

ate sensitive images through technological supports. Causeret works
sometimes with very realistic effects, but he also enjoys experimental
projects.
https://teresuac.fr

Karl Blossfeldt (1865- 1932)
He was a German photographer, sculptor and teacher at the turn of the
20th century. His macro photos of nature had a great influence on the
organic ornaments of design and the arts.
https://www.moma.org/artists/24413

Kati Roover (1982)
Multidisciplinary artist based in Helsinki, capital of Finland, who approaches environmental changes through poetic imagination. Her work is
often based on different ways of forming knowledge, as well as the fugacious concept of a place in the midst of massive environmental changes.
She creates works that combine her research with a wide range of perspectives, for example, human-non-human interaction, natural sciences,
ecological and decolonial thinking, deep listening, mythic narrative,
new feminist materialisms, and documentary essay film. She works with
moving images, sound, photography, text and installations.
http://www.katiroover.com

Alexander Shimpukat Soria (1987)
Alexander Shimpukat (Shimpuarte), visual artist, cultural activist of
the Shipibo-Konibo people and one of the founders of Comando Matico, a team of plant connoisseurs who helps COVID-19 patients in the
Peruvian Amazon.
https://www.peru.alestfestival.com/peliculas-2021/kené%2C-memoria-viva-de-la-naturaleza

Jeffrey Ventrella (1960)
He is a digital artist, software designer and human-computer interaction
scholar, working at the intersection between art, science and mathematics, with a strong focus on evolutionary theory and its implications for
new frontiers in technology design. Jeffrey has developed many interac32

tive learning experiences and has published works on artificial life, virtual worlds, human-computer interaction, augmented reality and mathematical art. He is the creator of several interactive projects, available on
the website below. He is also the creator of GenePool, a classic artificial
life simulation.
https://www.ventrella.com

Sérgio Bernardes Filho (1944-2007)
Son of the architect Sérgio Bernardes and grandson of the journalist
Wladimir Bernardes, Sérgio Bernardes Filho was a Brazilian filmmaker.
His first feature, Desesperato (1968), has unanimously received the best
movie award at the Belo Horizonte Festival and, shortly 25 thereafter,
he was censored by the dictatorship. After years of exile in France, when
he returned to Brazil, Sérgio went on several expeditions through the
Amazon and the inlands of the country.
http://tamboro.blogspot.com/

Estevão Ciavatta & Regina Casé (1968 e 1954)
Estevão is a director, screenwriter, photographer and film and TV producer. He is a founding partner of Pindorama Filmes. Regina Casé is
a Brazilian actress, author, director, producer and presenter. Together,
they are part of the TV show Um pé de quê?, directed by Ciavatta and
presented by Casé. The program talks about Brazilian trees, from all
biomes, bringing the most diverse species closer to people’s daily lives.
On the air for over 20 years, Um pé de quê? serves as an educational material in numerous schools and institutions across Brazil.
http://www.umpedeque.com.br
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The editorial production work of the Selvagem Notebooks is carried
out collectively with the Selvagem community.
More information at selvagemciclo.com.br.
This notebook features the special participation of Natália Amarinho,
who wrote the biographies of the artists, and Isabelle Passos, who carried out the editing.

Translation:
Gabriel Paixão
Interpreter, translator, and multimedia artist. Master of Film Narratives and Bachelor of Cinema and Audiovisual, he has written, directed,
and acted in several short films, besides dwelling in music, poetry, drawing, and painting. Through words and images, his work is driven by
an ever-present desire for evocation and dialogue.

Mauricio Boff
A communication and advocacy consultant for sustainable development
initiatives in South America, and also a writer. He lives in Brasilia.

Proofreading:
Ana Loureiro Jurema
Educator, she has developed and participated in several projects in Brazil
and other countries – but she has always been a teacher, mainly focused on teacher’s capacity building. She did a doctorate, does research,
has academic, technical and didactic publications, is a consultant and an
everlasting learner.

Daniel Grimoni
An artist, Portuguese grad student and Language teacher at a communitary pre-university course in Rio de Janeiro. He has published poems
and short stories in literary magazines and anthologies, and is the author
of “Todo (o) corpo agora” (2019), a poetry book. He also studies matters
related to the dialogues between geography, ecology, art and education.
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c r e di t s

ORIGINAL IDEA AND NARRATION Ailton Krenak
DIRECTION, SCREENPLAY AND RESEARCH Anna Dantes
PRODUCED Madeleine Deschamps
AUDIOVISUAL ARROW EDITING Elisa Mendes
ANIMATION Lívia Serri Francoio
SOUNDTRACK Gilberto Monte e Lucas Santtana
CONSULTING Dua Busë e Cristine Takuá
ASSISTANT PRODUCERS Victoria Mouawad e Laís Furtado
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NI XAXA KAINI

was born forest vine
ÊA KIA UNÂNI

was I who revealed
NIXÎ XÎNA UNANI

met her science
ÊA KIA TAPINI

understood her science
NIXÎ XÎNÃ TAPINI

understood the thought of vine
UKE NAI UKEA

from above in the sky
BARÎ SÎTÃ BUTUNI

descended a rainbow of sun
ÛÎKAYA TANIMÊ

seeing this in truth
BARÎ SITÃ BUTUNI

descended a rainbow of sun
PAXÎ KETARAMETÃ

colored around with yellow
SHÛ ITI KENANI

called the healing force
SIRI IKA AINBÛ KENANI

was the boa constrictor woman who called it
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ISÎ YUXÎ NITXÎNI

healed the spirit in strong force
HAKI PAE TXITENI

the force that is in you
SIRÎ SIRÎ IWANÂ

singing
SIRI SIRI / PAE TUE SHUNAMÊ

sending away the strong force
SHA IPA BAINI

go away strong force
PAE BUA KAYA

right now scale down your strength
lightening, lightening
SIRI SIRI III HAUX HAUX
ESKAWASHUNIKIAKI

it’s how she sang to him.
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